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CHAPTER 4 | BOUNDARY WORK AND OPEN STRATEGY 

Opening-up or eliminating boundaries?  
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Abstract 

This Chapter reports on my study of the relation between boundary work and creating 

common ground for open strategy by examining empirically how MTech divisional 

managers collaborated around an open strategy initiative. I ask the question how strategic 

actors make sense of and enact boundaries to create common ground for open strategy 

making? This question was motivated in part by the empirical puzzle how actors’ boundary 

work towards realizing integrated strategy making actually prevented their strategy 

processes to become truly integrated. The answer lies in perceptions of what boundaries 

become salient and are acted upon when actors become involved in open strategy 

initiatives. Drawing upon insights from open strategy, strategic sensemaking, and 

boundary literature, I put forward the theoretical argument that actors may differentially 

cope with boundaries, depending on how they make sense of and give sense to observed 

boundaries-in-practice. Furthermore, whereas mutually opening-up boundaries among 

actors can help to create common ground for executing knowledge-intensive work in cross-

boundary collaboration, subtle dynamics of breaching versus maintaining boundaries or 

more explicit dynamics of eliminating versus bolstering boundaries can actually prevent it.  
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4.1  Introduction 

In the Spring of 2009, the Japanese multinational “Mirai Corporation”1 requested subsidiary 

managers of its technology division “Mirai Technologies” to form a divisional management 

team. With sales returns rapidly declining, the effects of the global financial crisis were 

becoming clearly visible for Mirai Corporation. To increase efficiency and profitability, Mirai 

Corporation therefore urged managers from its Japanese and Dutch subsidiaries “Mirai 

Japan” and “Mirai Netherlands” to integrate their strategy and reporting processes and 

operate as one divisional management team. However, creating the common ground 

necessary for the team to engage in integrated strategy making constituted a challenge 

that proved more complex than anticipated. It required Japanese and European managers 

to address the multiplicity of boundaries between them. Whereas one would expect that 

managers addressed boundaries in a way that fostered the creation of common ground, we 

actually found the opposite, resulting in insufficient common ground for their strategy 

making to become truly integrated. This raises the question: How do strategic actors make 

sense of and enact boundaries to create common ground for integrated strategy making? 

Our study of the introduction of integrated strategy making among divisional 

managers of Mirai Corporation allows us to develop theory about the role of boundaries in 

open strategy. We understand boundaries as distinctions between actors from different 

practice contexts (Abbott, 1995; Levina and Vaast, 2008). While strategy is traditionally 

associated with secrecy and the exclusive involvement of managers at the upper echelons 

of organizations (e.g., Hambrick and Mason, 1984), we are observing a trend towards more 

open, participatory, and integrated strategy making. Hereby, the strategy making process 

is characterized by greater transparency and inclusion of internal and external actors 

(Whittington et al., 2011, p. 535). Scholars have argued that making strategy processes more 

open and inclusive offers benefits to organizations, such as widening the search for 

strategic ideas and improving commitment and understanding during strategy 

implementation (Whittington et al., 2011, p. 535).  

Related to open strategy initiatives inside organizations, previous research has 

studied integrated strategy among middle managers as well as in vertical collaborations 

(Jarzabkowski and Balogun, 2009; Paroutis and Pettigrew, 2007). But today, large 

organizations such as multinational corporations (MNCs) are initiating horizontal 

collaborations (Boussebaa, Sturdy, and Morgan, 2014; Gnyawali, Singal, and Mu, 2009). 
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These collaborations are initiated to enhance organizational performance and 

competitiveness, for instance by utilizing the localized strategic management knowledge 

of managers from different subsidiaries or geographic areas. While open strategy is a 

relevant development for many organizations today, it constitutes a relatively 

underexplored phenomenon in Management and Organization research (Seidl et al., 

forthcoming). This is problematic, since it presents organizations with new challenges that 

warrant further investigation and theory development (Birkinshaw, 2017; Hautz et al., 2017). 

In this study, we draw attention to one such challenge, highlighting the relation between 

strategic sensemaking (Thomas et al., 1993; Rouleau, 2005; Balogun et al., 2014) and 

boundary work – the socio-symbolic processes through which actors (re-)negotiate or (re-

)configure boundaries to achieve either greater integration or differentiation between 

actors from different practice contexts (Gieryn, 1983; Lamont and Molnar, 2002; Zietsma 

and Lawrence, 2010).  

Various strategy scholars have looked at strategy processes from a sensemaking 

perspective. They for instance studied how managers enact their strategic roles (Rouleau 

and Balogun, 2011) and micro-practices of strategic sensemaking and sensegiving during 

strategic change (Gioia and Chittipeddi, 1991; Rouleau, 2005). Similarly, scholars examined 

how during post-merger integration, actors reconcile pressures of value creation and 

sociopolitical concerns through sensemaking, sensegiving, and sensehiding processes, 

leading to the enactment of specific norms of justice (Monin et al., 2013; Vaara and Monin, 

2010). Others focused on the discourses of actors, through which they make sense of 

strategy work, and how this relates to their roles in the strategy process (Mantere and Vaara, 

2008). However, an unresolved issue relates to the role of sensemaking in open strategy. 

We argue that open strategy initiatives comprise a context where the boundaries that 

define the realm of strategists become less clearly defined. When organizations open up 

their strategy processes, this has implications for the relations among strategic actors as 

well as the very processes and practices that constitute strategy making. It is therefore 

relevant to understand how actors involved in open strategy initiatives make sense of the 

changes in their strategy work. 

Scholars have argued that, to advance strategy scholarship, we should consider the 

relation between sensemaking and other practices that are relevant to strategy work 

(Balogun et al., 2014; Vaara and Whittington, 2012). The argument we develop in this 
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Chapter to fill this gap is as follows: When introducing open strategy – whereby strategy 

making takes place across the boundaries that conventionally defined the realm of 

strategists – it becomes important for actors to have sufficient common ground – the sum 

of mutual, common, or joint knowledge, beliefs, and suppositions that creates shared 

understanding and affiliation across groups (Bechky, 2003: 321; Clark, 1996, p. 93; Cramton, 

2001, p. 346). However, differences in practices of strategic actors may comprise boundaries 

(Abbott, 1995; Levina and Vaast, 2008) that prevent the creation of such shared 

understanding and affiliation. It is therefore worthwhile to examine empirically (1) how 

actors make sense of differences as boundaries, (2) how they are enacted through actors’ 

boundary work, and (3) its consequences for creating common ground for open strategy 

making.  

To address these questions, we studied the formation of MTech’s divisional 

management team. We followed an abductive research approach, drawing upon insights 

from boundary literature (Abbott, 1995; Levina and Vaast, 2008; Zietsma and Lawrence, 

2010). We thereby offer at least two contributions to scholarship in open strategy, strategic 

sensemaking, and boundaries. First, we develop a process model to explain how strategic 

actors make sense of and enact boundaries to create common ground for open strategy 

making. Strategy scholarship on open strategy has elaborated upon the practices that 

promote transparent, inclusive, and participatory strategy making (Hautz et al., 2017; 

Birkinshaw, 2017), but less attention has been paid to how strategic actors cope with 

changes in their strategy work when introducing open strategy. Similarly, scholars of 

strategic sensemaking have explained how actors make sense of and give sense to strategic 

change initiatives (Thomas et al., 1993; Rouleau, 2005), but paid little attention to the 

shifting boundaries that define the realm of strategists. Whereas scholars have explained 

the role of CEOs (Gioia and Chittipeddi, 1991), middle managers (Balogun and Johnson, 

2005), and their subordinates (Sonenshein, 2010) in strategic sensemaking, we bring 

boundaries into the realm of sensemaking to explain how actors make sense of changing 

boundaries in open strategy initiatives. We explain how the creation of common ground for 

open strategy making is related to the way actors make sense of and enact boundaries 

between them. We thus elaborate theory on micro-processes that enable and constrain 

agency in open strategy (Smets, Morris, and Greenwood, 2012; Vaara and Whittington, 

2012; Whittington, 2006) by explaining that agency in open strategy may depend on the 
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creation of sufficient common ground among strategic actors, which in turn can be enabled 

or constrained by their boundary sensemaking and boundary work.  

Second, although boundary scholars have identified socio-material mechanisms that 

enable cross-boundary collaboration (e.g., Carlile, 2002), our study reveals the socio-

symbolic processes that take place around boundaries and their relation to achieving 

collaboration outcomes. Boundary literature has explained how boundary objects (Bechky, 

2003) and boundary spanners (Levina and Vaast, 2005) can help to create shared 

understanding across contexts. Whereas boundary scholars have been struggling with 

explaining inconsistent results (Watson-Manheim et al., 2012), our focus on boundary 

sensemaking and boundary work reveals the different ways actors come to perceive and 

cope with boundaries, and how this may change over time. We thus elaborate theory on 

the socio-symbolic processes taking place around boundaries (Heracleous, 2004; 

Montgomery and Oliver, 2007; Paulsen and Hernes, 2003) by offering a processual 

understanding of the relation between boundary sensemaking and boundary work during 

complex, cross-boundary collaboration.  

 

4.2 Theoretical background 

 
4.2.1 Strategy making and open strategy 

This Chapter addresses the research question how strategic actors make sense of and enact 

boundaries to create common ground for open strategy making. It builds upon a growing 

body of literature that studies micro-processes and practices of strategy making (Smets, 

Morris, and Greenwood, 2012; Vaara and Whittington, 2012; Whittington, 2006). ‘Strategy 

making’ comprises the dynamic process of knowledge production, interpretation, and 

transformation that is accomplished through the ongoing (inter)actions and negotiations 

of multiple actors (Jarzabkowski and Balogun, 2009; Kaplan, 2011; Miller, 1987; Whittington, 

2006). By examining the activities associated with strategic planning (Jarzabkowski and 

Balogun, 2006) and the use of strategy tools (Spee and Jarzabkowski, 2009), existing studies 

have taught us a great deal about how strategic agency is embedded in practice. For 

instance, Kaplan (2011) showed the centrality of PowerPoint as a tool for negotiating 

meaning and how its usage can spark power plays and conflicts in organizations.  

This literature also contributed to our understanding of micro-processes and practices 
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of strategy making in more open settings (e.g., Luedicke et al., 2016; Whittington et al., 

2011). ‘Open strategy’ comprises the variety of practices that promote transparent and 

inclusive strategy making (openstrategynetwork.com; Hautz et al., 2017, p. 2) across the 

conventional boundaries that define the realm of strategists. Related to open strategy 

initiatives inside organizations, Jarzabkowski and Balogun (2009) explained how strategic 

integration arises from middle managers’ active negotiations and compromises. Similarly, 

studying collaboration between senior- and top- managers, Paroutis and Pettigrew (2007) 

accounted for strategy making in distributed settings. While these studies contribute to our 

understanding of open strategy initiatives in vertical collaborations, internal initiatives 

towards more inclusive and integrated strategy also involve horizontal collaborations 

(Boussebaa, Sturdy, and Morgan, 2014; Gnyawali, Singal, and Mu, 2009). Strategy making in 

such collaborations is aimed at enhancing organizational competitiveness and 

performance, for instance by exploiting divisional and middle managers’ localized strategic 

management knowledge or to find a shared direction in complex institutional settings.  

Open strategy making has been associated with greater transparency and inclusion 

of actors, a wider search for strategic ideas, and improved understanding and commitment 

to implementation (Whittington et al., 2011). However, the strategy literature also identified 

various challenges unique to open strategy making, such as (1) how including wider 

audiences in strategy processes can be both a blessing and a burden, (2) how more 

openness can both increase and decrease commitment to a strategy, (3) how greater 

transparency around strategy has advantages but also presents new risks, and (4) how 

introducing open strategy in one domain may pressure organizations to open-up strategy 

processes in other domains as well (Hautz et al., 2017, p. 5-6). Scholars have furthermore 

addressed challenges around how to organize strategy processes in open settings and get 

people to participate and contribute (Birkinshaw, 2017, p 2). To extend current 

understanding of the challenges associated with open strategy, we attend to the role of 

strategic sensemaking.  

 
4.2.2 A sensemaking perspective to open strategy 

‘Sensemaking’ (Weick, 1995) refers to the processes through which organizational actors 

construct meaning and interpret social phenomena that are somehow non-routine, 

surprising, or confusing to them (Cornelissen, 2012; Maitlis and Christianson, 2014; Maitlis 
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and Sonenshein, 2010). Sensemaking is an inherently social process in which actors try to 

organize the world around them. Actors conceptually label and categorize events or 

phenomena, to structure the ongoing stream of experiences (Chia, 2000, p. 517). 

Sensemaking assumes that action is not informed by the world as objectively given, but by 

organizational actors’ subjective interpretations of it (Weick, 1995; Maitlis, 2005). In the face 

of unexpected events, actors produce plausible accounts of what they observe and the 

situation they find themselves in (Maitlis, 2005; Mills, 2003; Taylor and Van Every 2000; Weick 

et al. 2005), thereby informing their thoughts, identities, and actions (Quinn and Worline, 

2008, p. 505). Furthermore, sensemaking is a mixture of retrospect and prospect. Actors 

make sense of their observations (e.g., concrete actions, local contexts or cues) as a way to 

interpret “what is going on here” and to decide “what do I do next”. Sensemaking thus 

involves “turning circumstances into a situation that is comprehended explicitly in words 

and that serves as a springboard into action” (Taylor and Van Every, 2000, p. 40). 

Strategy scholars have adopted a sensemaking perspective to study strategic 

sensemaking – the way strategic actors understand, interpret, and create meaning based 

on the information they receive around strategy initiatives (Rouleau, 2005, p. 1415). They 

for instance studied how actors make sense of and give sense to strategic change initiatives 

(Gioia and Chittipeddi, 1991; Thomas et al., 1993; Gioia and Thomas, 1996), how these 

processes can lead to unintended outcomes (Balogun and Johnson, 2005), and the very 

practices and discursive strategies through which actors legitimate or try to influence the 

meaning-making processes of others (Monin et al., 2013; Rouleau, 2005; Rouleau and 

Balogun, 2011; Vaara et al., 2006). Some scholars have also studied the sensemaking 

processes of recipients of strategic change initiatives (Balogun, 2006; Sonenshein, 2010), as 

well as more generally, how strategy processes and actors’ roles in strategizing are made 

sense of (Mantere and Vaara, 2008). These studies have taught us a great deal about 

sensemaking and sensegiving processes during strategic change initiatives, the role of 

middle managers in implementing strategic change, and the relation between 

sensemaking and discursive legitimation processes. However, while strategy scholars did 

study sensemaking processes to shed light on the problem of participation in strategy 

making (Mantere and Vaara, 2008). Yet, when organizations decide to open up their 

strategy processes, and the boundaries that conventionally defined the realm of strategists 

become less clearly defined, it is important to understand how actors make sense of 
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changes in their strategy work. In developing this argument, we draw upon insights from 

boundary literature.  

 
4.2.3 The role of boundaries in open strategy 

‘Boundaries’ are understood as those differences that demarcate distinctions between 

actors from different practice contexts (or fields of practice) and gain salience in practices 

that are differentially recognized and rewarded across contexts (Abbott, 1995; Levina and 

Vaast, 2008). They are socially constructed distinctions (Abbott, 1995) that become manifest 

when organizational actors work across organizational, disciplinary, cultural, or geographic 

contexts. Organizations have external boundaries, distinguishing them from their 

environment, but also have internal boundaries, such as between different teams, 

departments, or subsidiaries. Scholars of boundaries have studied the creation of common 

ground in boundary-spanning settings (e.g., Bechky, 2003; Levina and Vaast, 2008). They 

describe how boundaries can prevent the creation of common ground (Okhuysen and 

Bechky, 2009, p. 489) as well as how ‘boundary objects’ (Carlile, 2002) and ‘boundary 

spanners’ (Levina and Vaast, 2005) can enable collaboration across boundaries (Kellogg et 

al., 2006; Nicolini, Mengis, and Swan, 2012). 

What this literature did not address, however, is how boundaries themselves and the 

processes around them can be better understood (Heracleous, 2004; Montgomery and 

Oliver, 2007; Paulsen and Hernes, 2003). In other words, the dominant focus on socio-

material mechanisms to create common ground for collaboration has left unaddressed the 

socio-symbolic processes through which actors come to perceive and enact boundaries in 

the first place. This is an important question to address, especially when cross-boundary 

collaborations are initiated in a broader array of organizational domains, such as open 

strategy, and often span a multiplicity of boundaries in complex institutional settings 

(Peifer, 2014). It is therefore important to expand our analytical scope, for instance by 

investigating how the creation of common ground is related to actors’ sensemaking of 

salient boundaries and their enactment through boundary work – the socio-symbolic 

processes through which actors (re-) negotiate or (re-)configure boundaries to achieve 

either greater integration or differentiation between actors from different practice contexts 

(Gieryn, 1983; Lamont and Molnar, 2002; Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010). 
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We theorize that it is especially important to obtain a more detailed understanding of 

these socio-symbolic processes in the context of open strategy. While boundary work has 

become an important topic of investigation in Management and Organization studies (e.g., 

Arndt and Bigelow, 2005; Ashforth et al., 2000; Bucher et al., 2016; Granqvist and Laurila, 

2011), research into the boundary work of strategic actors has actually remained rather 

sparse (see Kaplan, 2001 for an xception). This is surprising because, being concerned with 

an optimal fit between corporate positioning in dynamic environments, (re-)defining 

boundaries forms an essential part of strategy making. Furthermore, within the realm of 

strategy, boundaries define power and autonomy relations among actors. Since strategic 

actors are in a position to change boundaries, their boundary work may be therefore more 

deliberate. A processual understanding of strategic actors’ sensemaking and boundary 

work, and how over time this affects the creation of common ground within the context of 

open strategy may therefore contribute to this picture. These observations motivate our 

examination of the introduction of integrated strategy making among divisional managers 

of Mirai Corporation. 

 

4.3 Empirical setting and methods 

We investigated a case of open strategy making inside “Mirai Corporation” (henceforth 

MCorp), a global and technology-driven MNC from Japan. MCorp is ranked in the Forbes 

Global 2000 index and listed on the Tokyo and Osaka stock exchange. Its headquarters and 

most of its subsidiaries are located in Japan, with others located in Asia, the United States, 

and Europe. Like many Japanese MNCs, MCorp operates in different industries, delivering 

products based on technological innovation. At the start of the research (September 2009), 

MCorp employed approximately 20,000 people worldwide, across ten business divisions. 

The open strategy initiative studied was aimed at realizing more integrated strategy making 

in MCorp’s technology division “Mirai Technologies” (henceforth MTech). MTech is a core 

business division of MCorp and a key player in its main industries, producing high quality 

semi-manufactured materials. MTech employs approximately 2,000 employees. Figure 4.1 

depicts the organizational structure of MTech and its divisional management collaboration. 
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FIGURE 4.1  | Organizational chart of MTech’s divisional management collaboration 
 

4.3.1 MTech’s divisional management collaboration 

Within MTech, the initiative towards more integrated strategy making involved managers 

from MTech’s principal subsidiaries: “Mirai Japan” (henceforth MiraiJP), and “Mirai 

Netherlands” (henceforth MiraiNL). MiraiNL was acquired around 2000, as part of MCorp’s 

strategy to strengthen its technology division. MiraiNL’s acquisition provided access to 

expertise, increased production capacity, and allowed for the globalization and 

diversification of MTech’s business. Following the acquisition, MiraiNL fulfilled a unique 

position within MCorp: as an overseas subsidiary MiraiNL had a remarkably large and 

successful research institute and could operate relatively independently from Japan. 

However, in the Spring of 2009, MCorp requested MiraiJP and MiraiNL managers to form a 

divisional management team and integrate their strategy-making processes. At the time of 

the research, the effects of the global financial crisis became visible as sales returns for 

MTech products declined. To increase efficiency and profitability, and given their similarities 

in terms of products and markets, MCorp therefore urged MiraiJP and MiraiNL managers to 

operate as a divisional management team. From now on they should collaborate more 

closely and integrate their strategy making and reporting activities.  

The organizational restructuring of MTech marked a critical turn in the history of 

MCorp and its subsidiaries. Interestingly, while MCorp had requested MiraiJP and MiraiNL 

managers to form a divisional management team, it gave no instructions how this should 

be accomplished. Developing strategy as a divisional management team with a “global way 

of working” required Japanese and European managers to address the multiple boundaries 

between them. Yet, creating common ground to achieve integration of their strategic 

making and reporting processes, and foster the exchange of strategic management 

knowledge, constituted an important challenge that proved more complex than 

anticipated. This became particularly observable in organizing their strategic reporting 
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activities. We observed that managers’ boundary work, aimed at realizing integrated 

strategy, actually prevented their strategy-making activities to become truly integrated. 

Over time, insufficient common ground for integrated strategy making impeded MTech 

managers’ ability to adequately respond to changing market conditions.  

MTech’s divisional management collaboration seems a fruitful context for our study 

since its institutional complexity is likely to demand socio-symbolic boundary work (Peifer, 

2014, p. 361). This rich context presented us a unique opportunity to enhance 

understanding of the theoretical relationship between boundaries, boundary work, and 

strategy making in an open strategy initiative. For managers, boundaries are part and parcel 

of their strategy work and they are in a position to change them. Therefore, it may very well 

be that they enact boundaries in more deliberate ways. Similarly, divergent interests may 

be more pronounced for managers, as the outcomes of their actions often have direct 

consequences for their own positions as well as for the organization as a whole. This makes 

strategy making in MTech’s divisional management collaboration a highly political and 

relevant setting for studying boundary sensemaking and boundary work.  

 
4.3.2 Research methods 

Data collection was carried out by the first author and comprised two extended fieldwork 

periods, including repeated site visits to both MiraiJP and MiraiNL in the periods September 

2009 through September 2010 (with follow-up sessions conducted until March 2011), and 

September 2012 through May 2013. Initially, data collection focused on examining how the 

formation of a divisional management team took shape and was realized in practice. As the 

research progressed, we focused our analysis on how boundaries became manifest among 

MTech managers and how their enactment affected the creation of common ground for 

integrated strategy making. Table 4.1 provides details on the data collection sources. 

Observations. As a passive participant observer, the first author followed and took 

fieldnotes of managers’ everyday activities during the first fieldwork period, spending 

between two and five days a week at MiraiNL. In the second fieldwork period, she visited 

MiraiNL at least once a month. During both fieldwork periods, she spent 3-4 weeks at 

MiraiJP, from where she also visited other parts of MCorp. This proved useful to understand 

their collaboration in all its complexity, and revealed how MTech’s management team 

evolved over time. 
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TABLE 4.1  | Details on data collection 
Data source  Use in the analysis 
Documentary 
sources 

Books published between 2000 and 2009 by MCorp 
and MiraiNL about their company’s histories; corporate 
annual and strategy reports; presentation materials of 
MCorp, MiraiNL and MiraiJP; intranet documentation 
MiraiNL and MCorp; Corporate magazines MCorp and 
MiraiNL 

Identify MCorp’s 
management strategy; 
establish a timeline of events; 
collect evidence of 
performance Mirai 
Technologies 

Other 
documentation 

Press accounts about Mirai Corporation’s technology 
division, MiraiJP and MiraiNL 

Establish a timeline of events; 
triangulate with other data  

Interviews 
(N=27) 

First round: interviews with13 informants 
MTech 
• General manager 
MiraiJP 
• Financial officer and director human resources 
• Corporate social responsibility manager  
• Chief technology officer  
• Manager production technology  
• Commercial director  
MiraiNL 
⁃  Director human resources  
⁃  Chief financial officer  
⁃  Supply chain manager 
⁃  Manager research and development and total 

quality management 
⁃  Manager production technology 
⁃  Director manufacturing 
⁃  Commercial director (became CEO) 

Interviews were recorded 
and transcribed verbatim for 
over 208 single-spaced 
pages. 

Second round: interviews with 14 informants 
MTech 
⁃  General manager 
MiraiJP 
⁃  Financial officer and director human resources 
⁃  Corporate social responsibility manager  
⁃  Chief technology officer  
⁃  Manager production technology  
⁃  Commercial director  
MiraiNL 
• CEO  
• Strategy manager 
• Director human resources  
• Chief financial officer  
• Supply chain manager 
• Manager research and development and total 

quality management 
• Director manufacturing 
• Commercial director 1 
• Commercial director 2 

Interviews were recorded 
and transcribed verbatim for 
over 376 single-spaced 
pages. 

Observations  First round: 1-year of participant observation at MiraiNL 
(11 months) and MiraiJP (1 month); observing daily 
working activities; sit-in on management team 
meetings, workshops and audit meetings as well as 
observation at more informal settings such as during 
lunch, drinks, dinners and Christmas celebrations 
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Interviews. The first author conducted a total of 28 in-depth semi-structured 

interviews over the two periods, interviewing the complete MTech top-management team 

(all male) twice. Between our first and second fieldwork period, four managers were 

replaced in their functions (due to job rotation or retirement). We therefore also interviewed 

their successors. We thus gathered a comprehensive data set with both ongoing and novel 

perspectives on MTech divisional management team collaboration. The interviews with (8) 

Dutch and (1) Belgian participants were conducted in Dutch, while the interviews with the 

(8) Japanese and (1) German participants were conducted in English. All interviews – 

ranging in duration from one to almost four hours – were recorded and transcribed 

verbatim. In the interviews, we asked interviewees about their personal and work 

backgrounds; their experiences regarding their collaboration; and how they perceived and 

coped with differences that manifested in their strategy work. In addition to these 

questions, interviewees were encouraged to come up with specific issues related to these 

topics, and to relate their own stories, practices and experiences. This allowed us to pose 

further follow-up questions to identify how interviewees themselves perceived differences 

between them affected their collaboration, how they coped with them in practice, and how 

this affected their strategy work over time. In the second round of data collection, we asked 

specific follow-up questions about strategy making and strategic reporting, and how 

interviewees coped with differences in practices that emerged therein.  

Documentary sources. We collected supplementary data in the form of company 

documents, press accounts, and management reports. These materials provided useful 

information about the company’s history and how MTech managers structured their 

collaboration. Furthermore, we compared managers’ interpretations of the consequences 

of boundaries and their boundary work with actual reported outcomes about their strategy 

making such as the strategic objectives and decisions of MTech. To this aim, we conducted 

a content analysis of the company’s annual reports and financial performance data of which 

the outcome is summarized in Figure 4.2. 

 

4.3.3 Data Analysis 

Data analysis was inductive and based on the principles of grounded theory (Strauss and 

Corbin, 1998) and process analysis (Langley, 1999). The identification of key theoretical 

concepts and their relationships proceeded through an emergent process, where we made 
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several iterations between the empirical data and existing theoretical perspectives. We first 

categorized all empirical material according to subsidiary affiliation, data collection 

method, and managers’ functions, either as staff manager (finance, human resources, 

supply chain and logistics, corporate social responsibility) or line manager (research and 

development, production, marketing and sales).  

 

 

FIGURE 4.2 | Timeline of MTech’s performance, key strategic decisions, and issues 
 

During the fieldwork and based on initial reading of the empirical material, initial 

impressions were noted down. Subsequent first-order coding of the empirical material by 

the first author revealed recurrent empirical themes and issues. We discovered during this 

stage that strategic reporting formed a central and ongoing challenge in MTech’s divisional 

management collaboration. Strategic reporting involved the exchange of information 

about an organization’s strategic activities and performance, and its anticipated future 

strategy. At MTech, reporting was a contested strategy-making activity, with MiraiJP and 

MiraiNL managers holding different expectations and preferences around the production 

and use of their reports. Furthermore, during the formation of a divisional management 

team, MiraiJP and MiraiNL had to re-define their reporting relations. 

At MCorp, reporting was mostly handled via e-mail. It provided information about 
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Reduce production 
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Improve  productivity; 
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plant; Reinforce 
competitive cost 
structure; Reduce costs 
and inventories
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strategic issues as varied as investments in R&D, new markets and industries, optimization 

of production and supply chain processes, production quota, planned expansion projects 

and acquisitions, and required HQ approval. Due to the geographical distance and limited 

opportunities for face-to-face communication between MTech managers, the reports were 

a means to create common ground. They provided detailed strategic information that were 

also discussed during videoconference or face-to-face meetings. Zooming in on reporting 

as an element of strategy work allowed us to obtain an in-depth understanding of how 

MTech managers came to recognize and understand differences as boundaries and how 

enactment of those boundaries shaped their common ground for realizing integrated 

strategy making. The theoretical categories we developed during second-order coding are 

indicated in italics and described further below.  

Identifying boundary sensemaking and sensegiving. For our analysis, we first asked how 

boundaries became manifest in the way managers made sense of and gave sense to 

encountered differences in their reporting activities. We identified two forms of such 

‘boundary sensemaking’ that we conceptualized as ‘noticing boundaries-in-practice’2 and 

‘interpreting boundary origins’. Analogous to a camera, these forms of boundary 

sensemaking represent different modes of observing reality: boundaries-in-practices 

present a close-up understanding of a particular boundary as it becomes manifest in 

practice, whereas boundary origins present a more panoramic overview of boundaries and 

why they exist. Hence, whereas boundaries-in-practice refer to perceptions of boundaries 

as they became manifest in managers’ everyday reporting activities, boundary origins refer 

to managers’ interpretations of their origins. Over time, managers particularly pointed out 

the organizational boundary between MiraiNL and MCorp as the cause of encountered 

boundaries-in-practice. We conceptualized this as a form of ‘boundary sensegiving’ by 

specifying the origins of boundaries-in-practice in this organizational boundary.  

Identifying boundary work. Second, we analyzed and contrasted how managers’ 

enacted boundaries that became manifest through boundary sensemaking and 

sensegiving. Building upon boundary work literature (Gieryn, 1983; Zietsma and Lawrence, 

2010), we distinguished between different forms of boundary work: ‘Maintaining 

boundaries’ refers to actors from context A refusing to adapt their work practices to the 

ones of actors in context B and keep enacting established work practices, for instance by 

emphasizing that work processes are different in their organizational context. ‘Bolstering 
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boundaries’ refers to actors from context A resisting pressures to change their practices to 

those of context B, for instance by strengthening their position in the organization. 

‘Opening-up boundaries’ refers to activities of one party to emphasize a shared identity and 

create a joint way of working with the other party by voluntarily adapting its work practices. 

‘Breaching boundaries’, in turn, comprises actors from context A persuading actors from 

context B to adapt their practices to those of context A, for instance by referring to formal 

organizational procedures or regional/global business practices. Whereas previous 

literature has conceptualized maintaining, breaching, opening, and bolstering boundaries 

as forms of boundary work (Ashforth et al., 2000; Bucher et al., 2016; Mørk et al., 2012; 

Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010), eliminating boundaries has not. It comprises a more political 

form of boundary work in which actors from context A use their power to force actors from 

context B to adopt their practices, for instance through efforts to change formal 

organizational structures. 

Identifying consequences for creating common ground over time. Third, to understand 

the relation between divisional managers’ boundary work and their efforts to realize more 

integrated strategy making, we analyzed how enacted boundary work had consequences 

for creating common ground for integrated strategy making. We thereby distinguished 

between forms of boundary work that enabled or prevented the creation of common 

ground. We also looked at potential changes over time, thereby distinguishing between 

four episodes of boundary work. Together, this analytical process resulted in the theoretical 

model visualized in figure 4.3. 

 

 
 
FIGURE 4.3 | Process model of boundary work in strategy making 
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4.4 Findings: Boundary work and strategic reporting 

We present the analysis of our fieldwork data along our three questions. We first describe 

how boundaries became manifest through managers’ sensemaking and sensegiving of 

differences encountered in their strategy work. Next, we discuss how managers enacted 

salient boundaries through their boundary work. The remainder of our findings then focus 

on the question how managers’ boundary work shaped the creation of common ground for 

integrated strategy making.  

 

4.4.1 Making sense of boundaries 

 
 “We spend huge amounts of time providing information, creating reports, accounting for work . . . [But] 
the decision-making does not have the quality, effectiveness, and transparency that it should have. We 
provide all the information . . . and then, there is no formal decision . . . How can this be? There is a 
critical attitude, we are constantly prompted for information, but nothing is decided! [banging his fist 
on the table]. It’s an inconceivable pattern! I mean, it’s rather peculiar that you’re part of a company 
that just doesn’t take decisions, and doesn’t follow-up on a clearly defined problem.” (Staff Manager 
MiraiNL) 

 
As the above quote illustrates, MTech managers spent substantial amounts of time 

reporting strategic plans and business results to the headquarters (HQ) and handling 

information requests they received from the HQ. What often frustrated managers was the 

lack of speed, quality, and transparency of reporting and strategic decision-making 

processes. MiraiJP interpreted Dutch managers’ resistance to comply with reporting rules 

and procedures as a sign of inadequate shareholder accountability. MiraiNL managers, in 

turn, perceived the constant request for detailed information as a form of inward-looking 

micro-management that limited their ability to adequately respond to more important 

challenges, such as the global financial crisis. As the two groups of managers were 

requested to jointly develop and report strategic plans as a divisional management team, 

their collaboration intensified and tensions related to differences in reporting activities 

became more apparent. As we will describe below, especially differences in strategy work, 

between a Japanese “Mirai way” and a “Western” or “global way” way of working, 

demarcated various boundaries. To better understand how these boundaries emerged, we 

first studied how managers made sense of boundaries that became manifest in strategic 

reporting. We distinguished between two forms of boundary sensemaking, related to (1) 

noticing boundaries as they became salient in their strategy work, such as recognizing 

differences in strategic reporting styles, and (2) identifying the origins of these boundaries, 
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such as knowledge or organizational differences. Furthermore, we identified one form of 

sensegiving, whereby MTech managers identified the organizational boundary between 

MiraiNL and MCorp as the cause of reporting issues. Table 4.2 illustrates our coding of these 

forms of boundary sensemaking and sensegiving, and their underlying categories. 

Quotations are cross-references by letter (in parentheses) in the text.  

Noticing ‘boundaries-in-practice’. Related to strategic reporting, MTech managers 

noticed boundaries as they became manifest when reporting to MCorp and handling their 

information requests. Reporting to MCorp (reporting to HQ) denotes managers’ activities 

related to presenting and reporting business plans and performance outcomes to their 

headquarters (HQ). Observed ‘boundaries-in-practice’ for instance involved the content and 

form of reports (A). MiraiJP managers noticed that, compared to their quantitative 

orientation (e.g., highlighting figures and tables in Excel or PowerPoint, often in bright 

colors), MiraiNL managers used a more narrative reporting style (e.g., summarizing main 

results in Word). Differences were also experienced in the amount and form of explanation 

that should be given when presenting reports. MiraiJP managers usually prepared detailed 

written explanations to alongside their presentation, whereas MiraiNL managers were used 

to giving verbal explanations during the presentation. This made it more challenging for 

Japanese managers to understand MiraiNL’s strategic plans and read their reports. 

Similarly, concerning the role of managers in presenting business results to MCorp, 

MTech managers had different perceptions as to the amount of detailed knowledge a 

manager should have (B). MiraiNL managers usually summarized main results, whereas 

MiraiJP managers were expected to know all details and answer all questions concerning 

their business operations. Having worked at both subsidiaries, a Japanese line manager at 

MiraiNL mentioned that he should know almost everything that happened in the plant to 

prevent “loss of face” as a top manager: “You should know always. Even small accidents or 

small incidents . . . [But] in the Netherlands [one] should know only the results . . . not so 

detailed.” 

The second set of strategy-making activities that surfaced in the analysis related to 

requests from MCorp (handling HQ-requests) and the way MTech managers handled such 

requests. MTech managers described observed ‘boundaries-in-practice’ regarding their 

preferred needs, for instance around the frequency and level of detail of information 

exchange (C). To obtain approval for business plans, MiraiNL managers admitted to be often 
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astonished by the level of detailed information they were requested to provide. Especially 

MiraiJP managers in liaison positions and MiraiNL managers in staff departments often felt 

overloaded by the number of HQ-requests, of which especially Dutch managers3 did not 

always see the relevance: 

 
“Some Dutch people are making complaints about this style... because very detailed information in fact 
. . . Dutch people cannot understand why they need such detailed information. . . but eh... at this 
moment it is the style . . . Sometimes I also want to complain about too much detailed information.” 
(Japanese line manager MiraiNL) 

 
Similarly, MTech managers held different expectations concerning the importance 

and appropriate timeframe for complying with HQ-requests (D). For instance, MiraiJP 

managers in liaison positions often experienced their counterparts at MiraiNL failed to 

comply with set deadlines or did not respond at all. We also observed during meetings that 

MiraiNL staff managers expressed their complaints about the detailed background 

information they had to provide – sometimes requiring them to go back several years – 

while not knowing the importance of such information or having sufficient time to collect 

it. These information requests often came unexpected, yet with tight deadlines. As an 

“additional workload” (MiraiNL staff manager) on top of their regular work tasks, MiraiNL 

managers were not always able to respond to requests on time. In turn, MiraiJP managers 

explained that HQ-requests often came with a tight deadline that was not negotiable. 

Hence, MTech managers made sense of observed boundaries-in-practice in a variety of 

ways. We now turn to a discussion of how managers identified the origins of these 

boundaries.  

Identifying boundary origins. Another way MTech managers made sense of 

boundaries-in-practice was by identifying their origins. While at first glance these 

boundaries-in-practice are easily framed under the broad umbrella of ‘culture’, it is 

important to unravel what culture in this context means. We therefore attended to how 

managers themselves interpret the origins of these boundaries. During interviews, 

managers, attributed problematic differences to internal factors – such as language, 

knowledge, and organizational differences – as well as to external factors – such as changes 

in their business environment.  

Language. Not surprisingly, different interpretations of reports arose from differences 

in using the English language (E). Related to the content and form of reports, a MiraiNL staff 

manager recalled: “So you don’t believe what happened in the beginning . . . was that our
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reports were translated into Japanese almost one-on-one. But then also in a way that, where 

it concerned our feelings, wasn’t fair. So, we almost had to fight for it to be an English story 

where they just put next what it said in Japanese.” However, even with such agreed-upon 

translation practices in place, misunderstandings kept occurring. This is illustrated in an 

example brought up by MiraiNL managers about a business development they had 

described as ‘promising’, but was interpreted by their Japanese colleagues as a ‘promise’ – 

that is, a commitment to be realized: 

 
“Also, the meaning of language right . . . like ‘we expect or we think this is very promising’. Well if we 
say it’s very promising, then a Japanese thinks that it’s a promise . . . Well a promise is something very 
different in the ‘Janglish’ of the Japanese. That has to do with honor and who knows what. While we 
say like it has high expectations, it looks promising.” (Line manager MiraiNL)  

 
Similarly, MTech managers related their different reporting needs to language 

difficulties. They indicated that due to the “poor capability of speaking [the] English 

language” (MiraiJP line manager), Japanese managers did not read MiraiNL’s reports and 

writings: “they just don’t read it, they can’t. And therefore, there is a huge need for 

explanation, explanation, explanation” (MiraiNL staff manager). 

Knowledge. The absence of shared background knowledge, such as each other’s 

business situations, also made it difficult for MTech to manage expectations. A MiraiNL line 

manager explained: “And then what goes wrong immediately at Mirai, is what I call 

‘management of expectations’ . . . When I send a table like that to our GM, I know how he 

reads [it]. But one level higher, all nuance gets lost . . . and everyone considers it like it’s 

carved in stone”. Related to ‘boundaries-in-practice’, a MiraiJP staff manager further 

explained how a lack of shared background knowledge made it difficult for MiraiNL 

managers to understand the “basic issues” of how their HQ worked and the meaning and 

importance of their requests (quote F). Similarly, related to MTech managers’ different 

reporting needs, they indicated the frequent information requests originated from not 

knowing each other’s business situations (including efforts to minimize the adverse effects 

of the economic crisis): 

  
“We don’t know [the cost structure of MiraiNL]. Because that is . . . MiraiNL’s production process in 
unique. So, we don’t know. And also the . . . Dutch situation . . . that’s why we like to know more about 
MiraiNL’s situation.” (Staff Manager MiraiJP) 

 
Organizational differences. MTech managers identified organizational differences 

related to their management styles, routines, and procedures when reflecting upon the 
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origins of their different perceptions concerning the role of managers as well as their 

different reporting needs (quote G). One MiraiNL line manager, for instance, explained how 

the different ideas about a manager’s role in reporting were linked to the way Dutch and 

Japanese managers were trained. He specifically referred to the division of work tasks within 

the two subsidiaries and the promotion systems the two subsidiaries had in place: 

 
“We have a [job] rotation system . . . Each five years people move to another section to know other 
knowledge . . . [But in Europe] a role is divided by each person. So, one person don’t [doesn’t] need to 
know everything. Only it’s my understanding people should [know] functional knowledge or role. 
Because we are trained as a generalist we should know everything . . . If a person cannot reply 
immediately, it’s a kind of lose face [laughs] but Dutch style is quite different. This manager should 
know like this. Such a small issue, no need to care . . . So, in case of presentation for top management, 
a person should know everything, not only the frame but also small [details]” (Line manager MiraiJP) 

 
Regarding MiraiJP and MiraiNL’s different needs for detail in their reporting, managers 

brought up MCorp’s very bureaucratic management style with all its routines and 

procedures. MiraiNL staff managers, for instance, highlighted how especially MCorp’s staff 

departments tried to exclude all risks by “checking five decimal places” and exercising 

“control, control, control”. In their opinion, complying with all these requests resulted in a 

strong internal focus and MCorp “losing sight of the bigger picture” (MiraiNL staff manager).  

External changes. In their reflections on boundaries-in-practice, managers also 

referred to changes in the MNC’s external environment (H). MTech managers referred to the 

global financial crisis in their explanations of their different reporting needs. The extreme 

tendency of MCorp to avoid all risks by wanting to know every detail was explained by the 

GM as follows: 

 
“You also really notice [that] in times of crisis of the past years [we] were of course continuously sold 
out and we did better than forecasted . . . And that everything then goes more smoothly, then it’s not 
typically Japanese or Dutch . . . But so you see in times of crisis [this] translates in Japan [into an] even 
greater need for details and explanation and . . . that is tiresome sometimes. That you then have to 
answer questions in such detail.” (GM) 

 
Providing further insight, a MiraiJP staff manager described how the many HQ-requests 

were meant to create trust among the company’s shareholders who had requested 

“healthier financial conditions [and] cost focused management”. Since MCorp could not 

assess whether MiraiNL’s cost structure was healthy, more information was needed and 

hence, the many requests. 

Sensegiving of MiraiNL-MCorp’s organizational boundary. Despite the identification of 

various origins of boundaries-in-practice, managers particularly pointed out the 
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organizational boundary between MiraiNL and MCorp as the cause of many of the 

challenges they encountered in strategic reporting. Namely, as a mainland subsidiary, 

MiraiJP reported their strategic plans and performance outcomes directly to MCorp. 

However, as a MiraiNL line manager explained, MCorp communicated and managed its 

oversees subsidiaries in a different way (I) and mediated by the division’s core company. As 

MTech’s core company, MiraiJP therefore fulfilled an intermediary role in all 

communications between MCorp and MiraiNL. A MiraiJP staff manager explained that “we 

don’t like so many spreaded windows at MCorp”, and therefore two MiraiJP managers were 

appointed in liaison positions to guide all communication with the HQ. As a consequence, 

and much to their frustration, MiraiNL managers had almost no direct communication with 

their HQ. With strategy processes predominantly taking place in Japan, they believed this 

indirect communication line was the cause of much miscommunication and other reporting 

issues. They, therefore, wished for MiraiNL to be included into MCorp’s standard 

communication lines: “I think you should embed MiraiNL into MCorp’s organization, that 

we aren’t an overseas company anymore” (Line manager MiraiNL). As we illustrate below, 

this form of giving sense to boundaries-in-practice, by pointing out their origins in the 

organizational boundary between MiraiNL and MCorp, was particularly influential in 

shaping the way managers engaged in boundary work.  

 

4.4.2 Boundary work and strategy making  

With our second question, we sought to understand how managers enacted salient 

boundaries to create common ground for their joint strategy-making activities. Following 

how MiraiJP and MiraiNL managers formed a divisional management team with a joint way 

of working, we distinguished four episodes that presented us specific patterns of boundary 

work: (1) vertically mediating communications, involving breaching and maintaining of 

boundaries; (2) Initiating horizontal collaboration, involving the opening-up of boundaries; 

(3) designing a global way of working, involving breaching and eliminating boundaries, and 

(4) being global but from Japan, involving bolstering and breaching boundaries. We discuss 

these boundary work episodes in this section. Table 4.3 provides exemplary quotations for 

each episode, which again are cross-referenced in the text. 
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Episode 1. Mediating communication between HQ and MiraiNL: Breaching and maintaining 

boundaries 

In 2009, MiraiJP and MiraiNL managers started their collaboration as a divisional 

management team. Until then, each subsidiary operated under its own (top-)management 

team. Despite being subject to HQ-approval, the teams experienced relative autonomy in 

terms of their strategy-making activities. As the division’s core company, MiraiJP reported 

directly to MCorp but MiraiNL’s reporting proceeded via MiraiJP. To this aim, two managers 

were appointed to mediate and translate all HQ-communications. In their liaison position, 

MiraiJP managers often attempted to breach boundaries by persuading MiraiNL to comply 

with HQ rules and regulations and referring to formal organizational procedures or 

practices for strategic reporting. 

MiraiJP breaching boundaries was enacted for instance in persuading MiraiNL 

managers to comply with set deadlines for HQ-requests. A MiraiJP staff manager mentioned 

Dutch managers’ “laid-back” response times, sometimes leaving the office before delivering 

the information requested. This, he argued, showed that Dutch managers still had to 

understand the basic issue (J) that HQ approval of strategic decisions was strictly a necessity: 

“I want to persuade them to accept . . . the importance of requests from MCorp and also the 

importance of . . . accountability to shareholders”. Moreover, as a shareholder, MCorp top-

management were “tough negotiators”. Therefore, for Japanese managers “. . . it’s not easy 

for us to negotiate and change a predetermined deadline . . . sometimes we are forced” 

(MiraiJP staff manager). This necessitated MiraiJP managers to breach boundaries, for 

instance persuading MiraiNL to comply with their requests by highlighting standard 

reporting procedures and discussing them in advance with MiraiNL managers:  

 
“So, I need to show them or propose them . . . well-prepared plan for proceeding internal procedure for 
instance . . . From MCorp to MiraiNL. In advance because [they] are not good at keeping a rigid deadline 
and don’t like to repeat the same things again and again. So, as a liaison . . . I show the colleagues or 
the boss what does MCorp like, expects you to do in advance. And then give enough time to prepare 
document or some presentation.” (Line manager MiraiJP) 

 
At MiraiNL’s side, a line manager explained their indirect communication line with MCorp 

made it more difficult for MiraiNL managers to learn about and see through MCorp’s 

reporting processes: “It’s often a bit hard to follow [in Japan] and you sometimes just feel a 

bit helpless . . . You don’t know exactly why people do certain things . . . and anticipating on 

it is difficult too.” MiraiNL managers further mentioned the many reports they were required
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to write, and requests to handle prevented them from adequately dealing with more 

important issues, such as the global financial crisis. In fact, with MiraiJP liaisons “check[ing] 

of five decimal places” of their reports, and exercising “control, control, control”, MiraiNL 

managers thought they were “losing sight of the bigger picture”: 

 
“And all this reporting drives you crazy sometimes. It causes enormous frustration. What it also means 
is that you’re working far too much on internal things . . . you’re only busy answering each other’s 
questions but I, I, I have to see if that can be financed better. I have to see if I can lower my insurance 
costs . . . where I [can realize] more efficient processes . . . I should be occupied with buying a company 
and investigating the risks etcetera. And not with all that internal hassle . . . I’m stating this rather black-
and-white now, but it’s simply too much, it’s not good for the company . . . I really see that as a risk to 
the development of the company . . . for the future” (Staff manager MiraiNL) 
 

Maintaining boundaries-in-practice regarding strategic reporting enabled Dutch managers 

to retain a space for them to work according to their preferred procedures and practices.  

MiraiNL maintaining boundaries was enacted regarding the importance and 

timeframe of HQ-requests. MiraiNL line managers admitted they not always met expected 

deadlines and instead confronted their MiraiJP colleagues so that they realized they “can’t 

ask everything” ad hoc (K). By not complying with MCorp’s formal reporting procedures, 

however, they gave MiraiJP liaison managers a hard time in mediating HQ-MiraiNL relations. 

A MiraiJP staff manager admitted that “MiraiNL [was] always try[ing] to go my way” (MiraiJP 

staff manager), when it concerned HQ-information requests. Moreover, since “everything is 

delayed anyway [they had] no time to check the material”. Hence, to get the correct 

information on time in Japan was quite a challenge and there was a constant risk of MCorp 

“losing sight of the company in the Netherlands” (staff manager MiraiJP). In the past this 

had resulted in significant miscommunications, and approval for strategic decisions being 

delayed or failing to come through at all. A MiraiNL line manager recalled an incident of a 

“high-level strategy meeting” where the HQ was seriously misinformed about MiraiNL’s 

business forecasting practices:  

 
“Only, he misses that communication step. So, he doesn’t know that we write down all of our research 
projects very neatly here. That we always note down what the market expectations are, and when we’re 
finished, and what the chances are for success and such. We write that down clearly in a book that he 
doesn’t have. And then you hear him make this remark of yeah ‘MiraiNL doesn’t have market 
expectations [written] anywhere...’ Bullshit, we do!” (Line manager MiraiNL) 

 
But early 2009, MCorp instroduced significant changes in its organizational structure. 

Within MTech, MiraiJP and MiraiNL were requested to collaborate more closely as a 

divisional management team, for which they should design an appropriate management 
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structure. This decision marked a significant change in MCorp’s strategy, with important 

implications for MiraiJP and MiraiNL managers’ reporting activities. Namely, whereas 

MiraiJP first fulfilled an intermediary role in vertical communications between MCorp and 

MiraiNL, the collaboration between the two subsidiaries now became more horizontal and 

on an equal basis. To this aim, MiraiNL’s CEO was appointed general manager of MTech. 

With MiraiJP remaining the division’s core company, he also became CEO of MiraiJP. 

 
Episode 2. Initiating horizontal collaboration: Opening-up boundaries  

To come to a more effective and efficient management structure, MCorp had asked the GM 

to form a divisional management team that could “facilitate strategic decision-making [and 

realize] less overlap in report[ing] and strategic decision-making processes”. Further 

improvements should be realized by globalizing the management approach and seeking 

further integration. When introducing MTech’s new management structure, the GM shared 

his hopes that the diversity within MTech, and working together at a divisional level, “. . . 

will bring the appreciation for our differences and the realization that together we are 

stronger and [can] create a competitive advantage . . . in an ever-changing international 

context.”  

MiraiNL managers were quite positive about the announced organizational changes. 

While expecting they would become a little more Japanese, as they were “increasingly 

embedded in the Japanese system” (MiraiNL line manager), they also expressed their hopes 

to develop a management structure and way of working that would work worldwide. 

Related to reporting, they admitted to always struggle with issues that were difficult to solve 

entirely. As the quote at the beginning of the findings section vividly illustrates, every time 

MiraiNL managers needed permission from MCorp, for instance to set up a new company 

or acquiring one, they experienced a clash with the system. But now, with their CEO in 

charge of divisional operations, MiraiNL managers expected their collaboration with MiraiJP 

would lead to more synergy in strategy processes: “So, I think we have much more chance 

of succeeding, because the organization has changed and [the GM] reports directly to the 

[MCorp] board . . . And in that way, we can develop better synergy.” (Staff manager MiraiNL) 

However, MiraiJP managers – now working under the Dutch GM – were more 

skeptical about the changes. They realized their competitors were growing in number. With 

their market position at risk, they knew they had to make changes. But they also admitted 
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to not understand why MCorp had decided to integrate the two subsidiaries: “Why is MCorp 

bringing us together now? It’s happy for Dutch people but [for us] unfortunately . . . I don’t 

think so [laughs].” As a MiraiJP line manager put it, they questioned whether integrating 

their processes and practices completely with MiraiNL was realistic: 

 
“. . . from now on we started the big . . . integration. In this case, this is much more serious [raising his 
voice] because from [production] plant to management team is expected to think in the same way. So 
far, it was only . . . dispatching people or making meetings. It was one by one and each part . . . it wasn’t 
a total. From now on, we start a total. It’s different . . . much different. But barrier is very high and eh . . . 
How to do that, that’s my so-called headache.” 

 
Despite their hesitations, however, MiraiJP managers were motivated to realize the 

objectives set by MCorp. Together with MiraiNL, they started to form MTech’s divisional 

management team.  

MiraiNL opening-up boundaries was enacted to overcome differences in strategy 

activities. MiraiNL managers recognized the importance of collaboration. For instance, 

related to organizational differences, a MiraiNL staff manager mentioned it made no sense 

to “rebel” and keep thinking in “us-them terms” (L). A line manager emphasized that in 

Japan “there are some big learning elements for us. I think that, we really should be open 

towards . . . that we can learn from the Japanese. [Like] the thinking out and consideration 

of things, which we either [reject] too fast or do not see as a risk or obstacle.” Managers 

realized that fostering shared understanding required changes in their strategy activities, 

more communication, and face-2-face meetings. To this aim, MiraiNL managers wished to 

increase their physical presence in Japan: 

 
“I think that, uh . . . the Dutch management team should be much more physically present in Japan. 

To experience their way of working, to get more insight into their way of thinking . . . So, I think that 
there should clearly be more exchange between people here and there.” (Staff manager MiraiNL) 

 
Opening-up boundaries was further enacted in relation to boundaries-in-practice. 

Related to the importance and timeframe of HQ-requests, MiraiNL managers recognized 

the necessity to always comply with them and be more pro-active in discussing a joint 

approach for reporting: “. . . then we could make big steps in terms of efficiency but also 

quality. We will simply become much better, and they win time [by] not ask[ing] for all the 

details worked out up to the last full stop and comma as it were.” (Staff manager MiraiNL). 

Related to presentations, MiraiNL managers mentioned having become less Dutch. A 

MiraiNL line manager stated: “because Japanese put so much emphasis on that you really 
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know everything [we] have become keener on that, with more eye for details”. Similarly, 

regarding the form and content of their reports, MiraiNL started using different software 

progams and now made more use of visual representations. Japanese expat managers at 

MiraiNL supported them in providing Japanese translations and often added more detailed 

information to align them with “the Japanese system”. Hence, together they managed to 

create images of their business and strategy in their reports that were easier to understand 

for MiraiJP managers and their HQ.  

 

Episode 3. Designing a global way of working: Eliminating boundaries  

Over time discussions among MTech managers became highly politicized: As their 

collaboration unfolded, MiraiJP and MiraiNL managers discovered they held conflicting 

interpretations about what MCorp had requested them to do. MiraiJP managers – still 

performing their mediating role in all HQ-communications – perceived it as a request to get 

MiraiNL aligned with Japan. MiraiNL managers, in contrast, viewed it as an opportunity to 

introduce a more global way of working in their division. This resulted in a struggle over 

who should adapt to whom in developing a “globally integrated way of working”.  

This global way of working concerned MTech’s reporting activities. Whereas MiraiNL 

managers had made several adjustments to their reporting activities, they observed few 

adjustments from their Japanese counterparts. A MiraiNL staff manager expressed his 

frustrations: “But those Japanese have up till now followed their procedures for 100 percent, 

and the way of thinking and the way of presenting, you name it . . . little adjustments.” 

However, MiraiNL managers felt that, to adequately respond to changing market 

conditions, their division had to become more efficient and effective. They therefore 

attempted to breach boundaries but also to remove boundaries, which we conceptualized 

as ‘eliminating boundaries’.  

MiraiNL breaching boundaries was enacted in persuading Japanese colleagues to 

conform to MiraiNL’s way of working. The GM sometimes confronted his Japanese 

colleagues with their ambitions to “become more Western” (M). MiraiNL managers argued 

that if MiraiJP wanted to become more global they should learn from them. Regarding their 

different reporting needs, managers therefore urged their MiraiJP counterparts to avoid 

overly-detailed “spreadsheet management” and to keep an eye on the bigger picture. As a 

MiraiNL staff manager put it: “you shouldn’t want all of that to end up in presentations again 
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. . . up to the last full stop and comma, so to speak”. Furthermore, as a staff manager revealed, 

MiraiNL managers believed such changes should not remain confined to MTech but also 

instigate changes at the HQ: “And I think that should change drastically within MCorp. It’s a 

far too centralized [company] and . . . the top delegates everything to uh the bureaucratic 

layer of clay underneath. And that should really change!”  

MiraiNL eliminating boundaries. Besides such symbolic boundary work, MiraiNL 

managers also actively tried to eliminate organizational boundaries when they requested a 

change in MCorp’s formal communication and reporting structures (N). MiraiNL managers 

expected many of their reporting issues to be resolved when they became the division’s 

core company, and HQ-communications no longer had to proceed via MiraiJP. A MiraiNL 

line manager expressed: “So I also think that if we get that organization on track a bit more, 

that we have that communication line better” (MiraiNL line manager). Changing the 

divisions reporting structures required a formal change in the division’s structure. MCorp’s 

request for closer integration between MiraiJP and MiraiNL was viewed as an opportunity 

to achieve this. However, MiraiNL’s initiative proved unsuccessful: MCorp rejected their 

proposals, arguing that a division’s core company should always be located in Japan.  

 
Episode 4. Being global but from Japan: Bolstering boundaries 

MiraiJP managers recognized that MiraiNL was much bigger in firm size and sales profits, 

and thus legitimated the proposed change in core company. Yet, they also criticized the 

course of affairs: 

  
“So MiraiNL wanted to do this way [speaking with a raised voice]. I understand Dutch procedure is same 
as [that of] United States and European countries . . . So maybe Dutch people understand this is the 
international standard . . . Why don't you follow international standard? . . . Why don't you follow our 
global standard thinking way?” (Line manager MiraiJP) 

 
In fact, they questioned MiraiNL’s efforts: “This is Dutch way and are we going to be a Dutch 

company?” (Line manager MiraiJP). From their perspective, MCorp had only requested 

MiraiNL to be more aligned with their mother company. In the past, MiraiNL’s “big identity” 

often hindered Dutch managers to change. But now, the way “Dutch people push[ed] their 

thinking way to Japanese colleagues” really frustrated them. Backed-up by their HQ, they 

therefore reinstated MTech’s original reporting structure by simultaneously bolstering and 

breaching boundaries.  

MiraiJP bolstering boundaries was enacted in their efforts to strenghten MiraiJP’s 
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intermediary position between MCorp and MiraiNL. A MiraiJP staff manager interpreted 

MCorp’s decision as a confirmation of the company’s Japanese identity (O). MiraiJP 

managers further emphasized that if they had to change their way of working in the future, 

this should come from the HQ: 

 
 “In the future, MCorp should recognize such a global standard thinking way. But it’s quite difficult to 
change completely immediately . . . So, Dutch people should understand Japanese way [first] and 
based on this understanding, so . . . how to change Japanese thinking way. So, this should take a 
stepwise procedure I think. But eh . . . why don’t you follow our global standard thinking way, nobody 
will follow from Japanese side.” (Line manager MiraiJP) 

 
MiraiJP breaching boundaries was also enacted, for instance by pressing their Dutch 

colleagues to work in line with the Mirai way. As a MiraiJP line manager explained: “Of 

course MiraiNL belongs to MCorp . . . so Dutch colleagues should understand more and 

more from Japanese thinking way. This is my recommendation.” In practice, MiraiNL 

managers had to report in accordance with formal rules and procedures, using 

predetermined reporting formats, and to prioritize MCorp’s information requests (P). A 

MiraiJP staff manager shared his reflections:  

 
“I need to persuade them to change anyway [laughs] to achieve this goal . . . From my point of view 
MiraiNL has to manage or has to make an effort to understand the rules and regulations of the 
organization . . . That is [what] I have to explain more often.” (staff manager MiraiJP) 

 
MTech’s management team was active from early 2010 to spring 2012. Over this two-year 

period, managers’ joint efforts succeeded in reducing production and inventory costs, 

strengthening their sales, and reinforcing their presence in emerging markets (see figure 

4.2). They achieved solid growth in sales which allowed them to make investments in new 

product development (e.g., related to the innovation project Hogo, see Ch. 5), and to 

expand production for midstream and downstream business. A MiraiJP line manager 

explained, his efforts to make his counterparts at MiraiNL work according to the Mirai way 

did result in more streamlined reporting practices that accelerated strategy-making 

processes. He elaborated: “Colleagues [at MiraiNL who] have good communication with me. 

They will find themselves easier to do something with Japanese people . . . I am fully 

confident.” Furthermore, initiating some joint projects to cut costs and increase profits also 

constituted an important success factor:  

 
“Uh, from this project, we can expect cost-down at each sides. There is actual profit for us, and for 
MiraiNL as well. Many effects. That is our [result]. . . so important factor.” (Line manager MiraiJP) 
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These positive performance outcomes indicated the initial success of MTech’s 

divisional management collaboration. However, by only seeking partial integration 

between MiraiJP and MiraiNL, MCorp limited its ability to benefit from integrated strategy 

making. Two years into their collaboration, significant sales declines motivated MCorp’s 

further changes. It dissolved MTech’s management team, replaced the GM, and integrated 

MiraiJP into the HQ. These changes were aimed at realizing a competitive cost structure, 

improving productivity, and further cost reductions (see figure 4.1). However, representing 

another substantial change in MCorp’s organizational structure, it dissolved all strategy 

making activities between MiraiJP and MiraiNL, and thus resulted in MTech managers 

perceiving their collaboration as being “back to square one”.  

 
4.4.3 Creating common ground for integrated strategy 

Our third question addresses the consequences of managers’ boundary work for creating 

common ground for joint strategy making. This mainly concerns the dynamics within each 

episode and during their transitions, as summarized and visually represented in Figure 4.4. 

Common ground refers to shared understandings and motivations among MTech 

managers to integrate their strategy processes. I highlight three such dynamics: (1) 

breaching versus maintaining boundaries as preventing the creation of common ground, 

mutually opening-up boundaries as enabling the creation of common ground, and 

eliminating versus bolstering boundaries as preventing the creation of common ground.  

In episode 1, the dynamic between breaching and maintaining boundaries was associated 

with limited common ground around strategy processes between MiraiNL and MiraiJP. 

MiraiJP tried to breach boundaries by pressing MiraiNL to adjust its reporting practices. 

MiraiJP’s overbearing communication style, combined with the large number of HQ-

requests, lead to confusion among MiraiNL managers about their position in the company 

and whether their autonomy was questioned: 

 
“With that you do get a kind of feeling sometimes of uh what is my function here? . . . What is our 
input regarding how they want to manage our company? And that’s constantly a boundary between 
well, am I only a ‘fill in the blanks’ and where is my own contribution? . . . If it’s very extreme then you 
say like . . . yeah guys if you know everything better and are constantly correcting all the time, come 
over here then and do it yourself!” (Staff manager MiraiNL)  
 

Thus, motivated managers to maintain boundaries by continuing to report according to 

their preferred practices and procedures. Together, this resulted in insufficient common  
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Episode Boundary sensemaking Boundary work 
1 

 

Boundaries-in-practice 
- Importance/ timeframe 
- Needs 
 
Boundary origins 
- Organizational 
boundaries 

- MiraiJP breaching 
boundaries 
- MiraiNL maintaining 
boundaries 
 

MCorp request for integration strategy processes MiraiNL-MiraiJP 
2 

 

Boundaries-in-practice 
- Importance/ timeframe 
- Needs 
- Content/ form 
- Role manager 
 
Boundary origins 
- Organizational 
boundaries 

- MiraiNL opening-up 
boundaries 

3 

 

Boundaries-in-practice 
- Needs 
 
Boundary origins 
- Organizational 
boundaries 

- MiraiNL breaching 
boundaries 
 
- MiraiNL eliminating 
boundaries 

MCorp rejection request for change formal reporting structures MTech 
4 

 

Boundaries-in-practice 
- Content/form 
- Timeframe 
 
Boundary origins 
- Organizational 
boundaries 

- MiraiJP breaching 
boundaries 
 
 
- MiraiJP bolstering 
boundaries 

FIGURE 4.4 | Boundary processes during different episodes  
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ground and understanding of MiraiNL’s business situation and strategy, leading to HQ 

interference (see figure 4.4; episode 1). These findings suggest that strategic actors at 

divisional management levels may be less interested in creating common ground when it 

involves a forced change of their practices that undermines their autonomy. 

In episode 2, the change towards realizing greater integration of MiraiJP and MiraiNL’s 

strategy processes came from MCorp who had requested the formation of a divisional 

management team that could engage in joint reporting and strategy making. MiraiNL 

opened up boundaries by changing its reporting practices, to be more in line with those of 

their Japanese colleagues. This enabled the creation of common ground to some extent. 

However, the absence of change from MiraiJP’s side – strictly adhering to HQ rules and 

regulations – resulted in insufficient common ground being realized for true integration to 

occur (see episode 2). This suggests that strategic actors at divisional management levels 

can enable the creation of common ground when joint practices are created by mutually 

transforming their existing practices.  

With changes at MiraiJP’s side being absent, MiraiNL managers realized that true 

integration required changes beyond their division. This motivated their effort to eliminate 

the organizational boundary between them and the HQs by requesting a change in MTech’s 

formal reporting structures (episode 3). However, while such boundary elimination may 

seem powerful, it also implied a shift in power relations and hence, causing political 

tensions between MiraiNL and MiraiJP managers. Therefore, backed-up by MCorp’s 

decision not to change formal reporting structures (episode 4), MiraiJP managers bolstered 

the organizational boundary between MiraiNL and MCorp, by strengthening their liaison 

position. They subsequently pressed MiraiNL to work in line with the Mirai way and work 

according to MiraiJP’s preferred reporting practices. While this process did result in some 

shared understanding being created, managers’ efforts to eliminate and bolster boundaries 

made them less motivated to make their strategy processes truly integrated. These findings 

thus suggest that strategic actors at divisional management levels will be less interested in 

creating common ground when it involves a struggle over power relations.  

Over time, MCorp experienced that its request for more integration between MiraiNL 

and MiraiJP had as an unintended consequence that the distance between them and 

MiraiJP increased. When facing the need for further organizational changes, MCorp 

therefore decided to replace MTech’s GM, dissolve its management team, and integrate 
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MiraiJP back into the HQ.  

 

4.5 Discussion 

In this Chapter, we sought to understand how strategic actors make sense of and enact 

boundaries to create common ground for open strategy making. This was motivated in part 

by an empirical puzzle: How can actors’ boundary work towards realizing integrated 

strategy making can actually prevent their strategy processes to become truly integrated? 

The answer lies in perceptions of what boundaries become salient and are acted upon when 

actors become involved in open strategy initiatives. By studying how managers of Mirai 

Corporation (MCorp) started operating as a divisional management team to engage in 

integrated strategy making, we gained insight into how actors come to perceive and enact 

boundaries in open strategy initiatives.  

We argue that boundaries become salient through actors’ sensemaking and 

sensegiving of differences in their strategy work. We explain the ways in which managers 

interpreted differences as boundaries: through (1) noticing boundaries-in-practice, (2) 

identifying their origins, and (3) pointing out the organizational boundary between HQ and 

subsidiary as the origin of perceived boundaries-in-practice. We also explain how actors 

enacted salient boundaries through their boundary work, thereby shaping the creation of 

common ground for integrated strategy making. In the process of becoming a divisional 

management team, MiraiJP first mediated communication between MiraiNL and MCorp. 

This period was characterized by an absence of common ground among managers and 

which was related to a pattern of MiraiJP managers breaching boundaries and MiraiNL 

managers maintaining boundaries. During episode two, when initiating horizontal 

collaboration as a divisional management team, the search for common ground was 

underpinned by MiraiNL managers opening-up boundaries. Yet, during episode three, 

when designing a global way of working, realizing common ground was prevented when 

MiraiNL managers sought to eliminate and breach boundaries. During the fourth episode, 

MiraiJP managers responded with bolstering and breaching boundaries in their relation 

with MiraiNL managers. These dynamics between eliminating or breaching boundaries on 

the one hand and bolstering them on the other made MTech managers less motivated to 

integrate their strategy processes. These findings reinforce the potential of adopting a 

sensemaking lens with an empirical focus on boundaries to better understand the 
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challenges of open strategy. They hold important implications for research and practice and 

contribute to at least two issues in scholarship on open strategy, strategic sensemaking, and 

boundaries.  

 

4.5.1 Implications for open strategy and strategic sensemaking 

Our analysis of integrated strategy making at Mirai Corporation offers insights into 

scholarship on open strategy and strategic sensemaking. We are observing a trend where 

organizations are opening-up their strategy processes, and involve a broader set of internal 

and external actors, in order for organizational strategy making to become more 

transparent, participatory, and inclusive (e.g., Whittington et al., 2011, p. 535). When 

strategic actors get involved in open strategy initiatives, it becomes relevant to study how 

they make sense of and give sense to changes in their strategy work (e.g., Mantere and 

Vaara, 2008). Research on strategic sensemaking has studied strategy processes from a 

sensemaking perspective, to explain how strategic actors come to understand, interpret, 

and create meaning based on the information they receive around strategy initiatives 

(Rouleau, 2005, p. 1415). Whereas strategic sensemaking research has explained how actors 

make sense of and give sense to strategic change initiatives (e.g., Thomas et al., 1993; 

Rouleau and Balogun, 2011; Sonenshein, 2010), we attend to the boundaries that define the 

realm of strategists, and how they shift when organizations introduce open strategy 

making. By studying boundaries in open strategy through a sensemaking lens, we explain 

how actors come to perceive and enact salient boundaries as their collaboration unfolds, 

and how this impacts collaboration outcomes. Two main implications for strategic 

sensemaking and open strategy emerge from the study.  

First, although open strategy is sometimes depicted as an unproblematic process, 

focused on inclusivity, transparency, and participation, we adopt a sensemaking approach 

to explain how strategic actors come to perceive and cope with changes in their strategy 

work when involved in open strategy initiatives in MNCs. Whereas strategy scholars have 

explained the challenges associated with opening-up and including wider audiences in 

strategy processes, such as securing commitment, dealing with new risks, and getting 

people to actually participate and contribute (e.g., Hautz et al., 2017; Birkinshaw, 2017), our 

study shows how strategic actors perceive and cope with changes in their strategy work 

when they first get involved in open strategy initiatives. It provides new insight into the 
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challenges involved in open strategy associated with the changing boundaries of strategy 

work. In doing so, we elaborate theory on micro-processes that enable and constrain 

agency in open strategy (Smets, Morris, and Greenwood, 2012; Vaara and Whittington, 

2012; Whittington, 2006) How agency is locally situated and embedded in strategy practices 

forms a key question for strategy researchers (Jarzabkowski, 2004; Vaara and Whittington, 

2012). We explain how in open strategy initiatives, agency may depend on the creation of 

sufficient common ground among strategic actors, and which in turn can be enabled or 

constrained by the way strategic actors perceive and cope with differences in their 

practices.  

Second, strategy scholars have studied strategy making from a sensemaking 

perspective, focusing on how actors make sense of and give sense to strategic change 

initiatives (Thomas et al., 1993; Rouleau, 2005). Scholarship in this area has explained the 

role of CEOs (Gioia and Chittipeddi, 1991), middle managers (Balogun and Johnson, 2005), 

and their subordinates (Sonenshein, 2010) in strategic sensemaking, However, we know 

little about sensemaking processes around the shifting boundaries in open strategy. Prior 

research has tended to present strategy making and boundaries as relatively independent 

phenomena of study, with boundaries usually being examined independently from actors’ 

strategizing processes. This is problematic, especially when strategy is increasingly being 

developed across boundaries, such as in open strategy initiatives. Whereas sensemaking 

literature explains how actors interpret what happens around them and what to do next, 

we bring boundaries into the realm of strategic sensemaking to engage the relatively 

unexplored aspect of how actors make sense of and give sense to differences that 

demarcate distinctions in their strategy practices. By introducing boundaries into the realm 

of strategic sensemaking, we explain how actors make sense of and enact differences in 

strategic practices that become salient as boundaries when participating in open strategy 

initiatives. Our study suggests that boundary sensemaking is a process where actors come 

to create plausible accounts of boundaries by noticing boundaries-in-practice, as well as by 

identifying their origins. Furthermore, they may collectively interpret these boundaries in 

light of broader organizational dilemmas to give sense to the plausible cause of observed 

differences in their strategy work. By explaining how actors may make sense of and give 

sense to boundaries in open strategy, and informing their actions, we show that 

sensemaking may not be limited to the strategic change towards open strategy making 
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itself. Instead, the way strategic actors construct boundaries may be seen as a process 

through which actors make sense of and give sense to the consequences that open strategy 

initiatives have for the very processes and practices that constitute strategy making as well 

as their power relations.  

 
4.5.2 Implications for boundary scholarship 

Our findings also have implications for boundary scholars studying how people can create 

common ground and collaborate in boundary-spanning settings (e.g., O’Mahony and 

Bechky, 2008). When organizational actors are involved in cross-boundary collaborations, 

this can pose various challenges (e.g., Orlikowski, 2002). From a practice perspective, 

boundary scholars have identified socio-material mechanisms such as boundary objects 

(e.g., Bechky, 2003; Carlile, 2002) and boundary spanners (e.g., Levina and Vaast, 2005) that 

can help to address those challenges by creating a shared context and understanding for 

collaboration. We argue that shedding light on the processes through which actors come 

to perceive and cope with boundaries in their everyday work may help advance scholarship 

on cross-boundary collaboration. It enables insight into whether boundaries themselves 

pose collaboration challenges or whether successful collaboration relies on the way actors 

perceive and enact them. By integrating insights from sensemaking and boundary work 

into research on boundary spanning, we explain the socio-symbolic processes of how actors 

construct differences as boundaries and enact them through their boundary work. Three 

implications for boundary scholarship emerge from our study. 

First, although boundary scholarship from a practice approach has identified 

mechanisms to enable collaboration across boundaries, it is less clear which socio-symbolic 

processes take place around boundaries (Heracleous, 2004; Montgomery and Oliver, 2007; 

Paulsen and Hernes, 2003). When cross-boundary collaborations are initiated in a broader 

array of organizational domains, such as in strategy making, it becomes important to 

expand our analytical scope, for instance by investigating how the creation of common 

ground for collaboration is related to actors’ sensemaking and enactment of boundaries. 

Our study describes how two collaborating parties perceive and cope with differences in 

their strategy practices that demarcates the boundary between them. We thereby offer a 

processual understanding of how strategic actors come to perceive and enact boundaries 

in open strategy. It identifies an unfolding process in which actors cope with boundaries in 
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multiple ways, and informed by emergent and locally-situated understandings of 

boundaries. But more importantly, our process model explains how these socio-symbolic 

processes relate to the creation of common ground. By showing how the dynamics of 

boundary work may change over time, and with different consequences for the creation of 

common ground, we have gone beyond previous efforts to conceptualize and 

operationalize boundaries and boundary work, as well as their impact on organizational 

processes and outcomes.  

Second, we suggest the need to revisit some of the assumptions underlying boundary 

scholarship. With its dominant focus on mechanisms that enable cross-boundary 

collaboration, what has been left unspecified is how boundaries themselves can be better 

understood (Heracleous, 2004; Montgomery and Oliver, 2007; Paulsen and Hernes, 2003). 

We challenge current notions of boundaries as just out there, or only existing inside 

people’s minds, instead viewing them as socially constructed in practice (e.g., Abbott, 1995). 

Scholarship in line with such a relational view of boundaries, has recognized the emergent, 

dynamic, and locally situated nature of boundaries (e.g., Carlile, 2004; Kellogg et al., 2006; 

Levina and Vaast, 2008; 2014). However, it tends to interpret specific differences as 

boundaries, thereby not asking how organizational actors themselves come to recognize 

and interpret them. Whereas this might be less of an issue when studying collaborations 

that span a single boundary, an emphasis on processes of boundary emergence and 

salience may help advance theory development around collaboration processes in complex 

institutional settings and are characterized by multiple boundaries (e.g., Levina and Vaast, 

2008; Peifer, 2014; Watson-Manheim et al., 2012). We adopted a sensemaking perspective 

to analyze how actors make sense of, and give sense to, boundaries. This allowed is to 

explain more precisely what boundaries matter in collaborations that take place in complex 

institutional settings and their consequences for realizing collaboration outcomes.  

Third, we provide insight into a pressing issue in in organizational literature on 

boundary processes. Existing studies have identified different forms of boundary work at 

the field level (Gieryn, 1983; Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010) as well as at the intra-individual 

level (Asforth et al., 2000; Kreiner et al., 2009; Nippert-Eng, 1995). However, scholarly 

opinions differ regarding the importance of understanding socio-symbolic processes 

around boundaries in organizational contexts. More precisely, scholars hold divergent 

views regarding the extent to which boundaries and their enactment affects outcome 
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realization in collaborations that take place at the organizational level. Whereas Majchrzak 

and colleagues (2012) argued that it is not always important to understand actors’ efforts 

to transform boundaries since transcending them usually suffices, Mortensen (2014) 

explained how a lack of shared understanding of boundaries can significantly impact 

collaboration outcomes. Our study of MCorp’s divisional management collaboration may 

help to shed light on the relation between processes of boundary construction and 

boundary work on the one hand, and outcome realization on the other.  

Our findings suggest that actors’ may engage in diverse forms of boundary work, 

informed by temporally and locally situated understandings of boundaries, and having 

different consequences for realizing collaboration outcomes. In the case of MCorp, the way 

MTech managers engaged in boundary work in the end prevented their strategy processes 

to become truly integrated. Hence, whereas transcending boundaries may suffice in short-

term collaborations around relatively small objectives, and actors having little stake in their 

outcomes, understanding the socio-symbolic processes around boundaries may be more 

important in the context of strategy. Integrating the study of how, when, and why actors 

come to perceive and engage with boundaries may provide a more nuanced understanding 

of how organizational strategies are realized (Phillips and Lawrence, 2012, p. 228) and their 

organization-wide impact.  

 

4.5.3 Limitations and suggestions for further research 

In this Chapter, we offered a processual account of how organizational actors enacted 

boundary work to create common ground for integrated strategy making. One limitation of 

this research is its focus on a single case of open strategy making in a divisional 

management team of a Japanese MNC. We theorized that strategic actors are in a position 

to actually change boundaries and might therefore engage with boundaries in more 

deliberate ways. While this enabled theory development on the processes of boundary 

construction and boundary work further research is nonetheless necessary to examine how 

boundaries are constructed and enacted in more established collaborations as well as 

taking place in different organizational contexts.  

Second, a sensemaking perspective proved helpful for advancing insight into 

boundary emergence and salience in contemporary organizing. Future studies can extend 

this analysis by further examining relations between sensemaking, boundary work, and 
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outcome realization in complex settings. Third, this study touched upon the political nature 

of boundary work, in managers’ efforts to increase their role in the strategy making process 

by eliminating or bolstering particular organizational boundaries. Further analyses that are 

sensitive to the shifting power relations and political aspects of boundary work might help 

to advance the insights developed in this study. Finally, this research focused on boundaries 

that posed challenges to strategy processes among divisional managers. A useful extension 

would be to analyze how actors accommodate the enabling effects of boundaries, for 

instance by studying boundary work in the context of innovation or new product 

development.  

 

4.5.4 Implications for practice 

Our study offers valuable insights for practice, especially related to the role of sensemaking 

and boundaries in open strategy initiatives. We expand empirical understanding of open 

strategy processes, both in terms of the organizational context studied – the creation of a 

divisional management team of a Japanese MNC – and the type of practices analyzed – 

boundary sensemaking and boundary work. As strategy processes and practices 

increasingly take place in open settings, organizational actors are confronted with novel 

challenges around how, despite their many differences, they can create common ground 

to jointly carry out strategy work. We focused on one such challenge: how organizational 

actors perceive and cope with boundaries to achieve integrated strategy can actually 

prevent their strategy making from becoming truly integrated. The challenges of opening-

up work processes in particular organizational domains are often attributed to macro-level 

factors such as cultural, organizational, and geographic differences, thereby leaving unclear 

how actors enact boundaries in their everyday work activities. Our findings on the 

construction of boundaries and their enactment through boundary work can help actors to 

better anticipate and cope with boundaries. It provides actionable knowledge that strategic 

actors can use to make sense of the changes that take place when organizations open-up 

their boundaries, and strategizing increasingly takes place across conventional boundaries 

of organizations. To reap the benefits of open strategy, we argue that reserving time to 

identify boundaries-in-practice and their origins may form an important first step.  

Our findings further suggest that not all differences in characteristics per definition 

affect their managers’ strategy work – as is typically assumed in management literature. 
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Instead, it is those differences that result in boundaries, and their enactment during the 

search for an optimal organizational structure for open strategy making, that may limit 

managers’ ability to realize common ground for open strategy making. While some forms 

of boundary work, such as boundary elimination, may seem powerful to overcome 

boundaries, our findings illustrate that it may actually prevent the creation of common 

ground, in terms of managers’ motivations to integrate their strategy processes. Hence, to 

leverage the benefits of open strategy across conventional boundaries of organizations 

requires fostering shared awareness of boundaries-in-practice and their origins, as well as 

coordinated efforts to create shared practices in a way that preserves motivations to jointly 

develop strategy.  

 

4.5.5 Conclusion  

This longitudinal analysis examined an open strategy initiative involving divisional 

managers of the Japanese multinational Mirai Corporation. Specifically, we studied the 

relation between actors’ boundary sensemaking and boundary work, and how this 

subsequently impacted their ability to create common ground for integrated strategy 

making. Our findings explain how the creation of common ground for open strategy is 

related to the way actors make sense of and enact boundaries that become salient in their 

strategy work. In doing so, this study contributes to strategy literature on open strategy and 

strategic sensemaking, and to organizational literature on boundaries. We conclude that 

close attention to organizational actors’ boundary sensemaking and boundary work can be 

of critical importance to understand why creating common ground for open strategy often 

fails and more importantly, how impediments can be successfully overcome. 

 

Notes 
1 The names of the company, division, projects, and participants as well as key technical details have been 
disguised to protect the confidentiality of the field site and its members 
2 Our conceptualization of boundaries-in-practice is inspired by practice-based studies of boundaries, 
specifically Orlikowski’s (2002) work on ‘knowing-in-practice’ and Levina and Vaast’s (2005) work on boundary 
spanners-in-practice’.  
3 While sometimes ‘Dutch managers’ is used to refer to all MiraiNL managers, they also comprised managers 
of German and Belgium nationality.  
  


